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this collection of midi instruments is great for creating authentic and unique midi sounds for your
music. in addition to standard midi sounds, this library includes some of our most popular
instruments that are not included in other sample libraries. a great selection of drums, pianos,
guitars, and other sounds can help you create a wide variety of unique and authentic music. with
over 200k sound bites, this is the one and only bank for the motif xs! our bank is created with the
highest quality sounds and a pro-grade sound design. the bank contains powerful organ, piano,
piano keys, acoustic guitars, string and synth sounds and a live sub bass, all sampled from the
motif xs and only from motif xs. the bank has been extensively processed with high-quality and
high-end effects such as dynamic processing, chorus and flanger to create an authentic sounding
piano. you will find that this bank was designed with the new motif xs in mind. with the motif xs
comes an endless amount of new opportunities to expand your sound pallet to an un-believable
level. download our bank today and start using your motif xs! motif xs is the result of years of
research and development by roland. we listened to the requests of our customers and started
with the basic function of a synth. then we started to develop more and more features, such as
built-in effects, speaker simulation, a powerful sequencer, a versatile arpeggiator and more. now
with the new motif xs, we can not only create more sounds, but also increase the functions of the
instrument. the motif xs is an instrument for total creativity and for total playability. you can
easily play in a variety of styles. the motif xs will get you to the next level.
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the motif xs xf also has a new roland-developed 88-key piano and a roland-developed 88-key
piano for acoustic piano sounds. the 88-key piano also features separate multi-samples for every
velocity stage, resulting in a distinctive and realistic sounding piano that has a nice low end. with
these separate multi-samples, even the bass sounds are more realistic. one of the biggest
advantages the fantom-x series has over its competition is its ability to connect to multiple sound
sources at once. if you have a daw that lets you write sounds into the sequencer, then youll be
able to choose what sounds to output from any of the fantom-x series' expansion slots. theres no
sound clipping, and if you cant find the right sound in the bank, you can always add an external
microphone or musical instrument to the mix. and if you are looking for that perfect sound for
your song, the expansion slots let you add your own custom sounds. if you have ever dreamed of
having your own custom sound bank to customize sounds to your own needs and stylistic
preferences, then the fantom-x series is for you. the fantom-x is the only synth that can connect
to multiple external sound sources at once. the fantom-x series is the flagship of the roland
workstation family, offering musicians nearly 1gb of wave memory when fully expanded, and
128-voice performance. at the top of the vast soundset is roland's finest 88-key split stereosampled piano, with each note individually sampled at multiple velocities. in addition, the fantomx provides room for four srx expansion boards, so users can customize their soundsets to their
specific needs and stylistic preferences. 5ec8ef588b
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